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Using This Documentation

■
■
■

Overview – Describes how to assess and report the compliance of an Oracle Solaris
system to specified security benchmarks.
Audience – Security administrators and auditors who assess security on Oracle Solaris 11
systems.
Required knowledge – Site security requirements.

Product Documentation Library
Late-breaking information and known issues for this product are included in the documentation
library at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=E36784.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For
information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit http://
www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing impaired.

Feedback
Provide feedback about this documentation at http://www.oracle.com/goto/docfeedback.

Using This Documentation
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1

C H A P T E R

1

Reporting Compliance to Security Standards

This chapter describes how to assess and report the compliance of an Oracle Solaris system to
security standards, also called security benchmarks and security policies. This chapter covers
the following topics:
■
■
■
■
■

“About Compliance” on page 7
“Oracle Solaris Security Benchmarks” on page 8
“Compliance Measurement” on page 8
“Assessing Oracle Solaris Compliance” on page 10
“Compliance Reference” on page 13

About Compliance
Systems that comply with security standards provide more secure computing environments,
and in addition are easier to test, maintain, and protect. In this release, Oracle Solaris provides
scripts that assess and report the compliance of your Oracle Solaris system to two security
benchmarks, Solaris Security Benchmark and Payment Card Industry-Data Security Standard
(PCI DSS).
Configuration validation to support system compliance to external and internal security policies
is critical. The handling of security compliance and auditing requirements accounts for a
large percent of IT security spending, including documentation, reports, and the validation
itself. Organizations such as banks, hospitals, and governments have specialized compliance
requirements. Auditors who are unfamiliar with an operating system can struggle to match
security controls with requirements. Therefore, tools that map security controls to requirements
can reduce time and costs by assisting auditors.
The compliance scripts are based on the Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) written
in Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL). The SCAP implementation in Oracle
Solaris also supports scripts that conform to the Script Check Engine (SCE). These scripts add
security checks that the current OVAL schemas and probes do not provide. Additional scripts
can be used to meet other regulatory environment standards, such as the Gramm-Leach-Bliley
Act (GLBA), the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Sarbanes
Oxley (SOX), and the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA). For links to
these standards, see “Compliance Reference” on page 13.
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Oracle Solaris Security Benchmarks
Oracle Solaris 11 supplies compliance scripts for two standards, Solaris and PCI DSS.

Solaris Security Policy Benchmark
The Solaris security policy benchmark is a standard based on the “secure by default” (SBD)
default installation of Oracle Solaris. The benchmark provides two profiles, Baseline and
Recommended. The profiles are described in “Compliance Measurement” on page 8.
The features which comprise SBD are described in “Using the Secure by Default
Configuration” in “Securing Systems and Attached Devices in Oracle Solaris 11.2 ” and
“Oracle Solaris Configurable Security” in “Oracle Solaris 11 Security Guidelines ”.
This benchmark does not satisfy the requirements of the PCI DSS, the Center for Internet
Security (CIS), or the Defense Information Systems Agency-Security Technical Information
Guides (DISA-STIG) benchmarks for Oracle Solaris.

PCI DSS Security Policy Benchmark
The PCI DSS security policy benchmark is a proprietary information security standard for
organizations that handle cardholder information for major debit and credit cards. The standard
is defined by the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council. The intent is to reduce
credit card fraud.
An Oracle Solaris system requires configuration to comply with the PCI DSS standard. The
compliance report indicates which tests failed and which tests passed, and provides remediation
steps.

Compliance Measurement
To measure security compliance, hereafter called compliance, requires a security benchmark
or profile, a measurement of compliance to that benchmark, called an assessment, and then a
report of the findings. The report can also be printed in guide form for training or archiving
purposes.
Oracle Solaris provides scripts that measure two security profiles in the Solaris benchmark.
■
■

8

The Baseline profile of the Solaris benchmark closely matches the default SBD installation
of Oracle Solaris.
The Solaris Recommended profile satisfies organizations with stricter security
requirements than the Baseline profile.
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Compliance Measurement

These profiles nest. Systems that comply with the Recommended profile comply with the
Baseline profile.
The PCI DSS benchmark measures your system's compliance to the PCI DSS standard.
Because PCI DSS requirements do not have direct code links, you must examine the report for
compliance. For more information, see Meeting PCI DSS Compliance with Oracle Solaris 11.

compliance Package
Compliance functionality is available from the pkg:/security/compliance package, which is
installed with the solaris-small-server and solaris-large-server package groups.
■
■
■

For information about package groups, see “Installing the Oracle Solaris OS” in “Oracle
Solaris 11 Security Guidelines ”.
For information about packages, see “Oracle Solaris 11.2 Package List ”.
To display a description of the compliance packages, issue the pkg info compliance
command.

Oracle Solaris Compliance Assessment
The compliance command is used to assess and report the compliance of a system to a known
benchmark. The Oracle Solaris compliance command maps the requirements of a benchmark
to the code, file, or command output that verifies compliance to a specific requirement. For
information about this command, see the compliance(1M) man page.
For information about the SCAP set of tools that support the compliance command, see
the oscap(8) man page. To display the version of the SCAP set of tools, issue the oscap -V
command.
Note - The SCAP set of tools cannot localize the reports that the oscap command produces, nor

can it localize the test descriptions. (Localization involves translating the software into the local
language.)

Third-Party Compliance Assessment
The CIS third-party standards organization provides automated compliance checking tools
for its benchmark. You can contact CIS to determine the cost of using those tools to assess
compliance to the CIS benchmark. CIS tools can be used on a Microsoft Windows system for
checking Oracle Solaris compliance.
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Assessing Oracle Solaris Compliance
The compliance command automates compliance assessment, not remediation. The command
is used to list, generate, and delete assessments and reports. Any user can access compliance
reports. To manage assessments and generate reports requires rights. For more information, see
the compliance(1M) man page.
The compliance command checks local files only. If your system mounts file systems, you
must separately test the compliance of the clients and the servers. For example, if you mount
user home directories from central servers, run the compliance command on the user systems
and on every server that exports the home directories.

Rights to Run the compliance Command
Oracle Solaris provides two rights profiles to handle compliance assessment and report
generation.
■
■

The Compliance Assessor rights profile enables users to perform assessments, place them
in the assessment store, generate reports, and delete assessments from the store.
The Compliance Reporter rights profile enables users to generate new reports from
existing assessments.

Compliance subcommands require the following rights:
■

compliance assess command – Requires all privileges and the
solaris.compliance.assess authorization. The Compliance Assessor rights profile
provides these rights.

■

compliance delete command – Requires write access to the assessment store and the
solaris.compliance.assess authorization. The Compliance Assessor rights profile
provides these rights.

■

compliance list command – Can be run by anyone who has basic rights. This command
provides full visibility to both benchmarks and assessments.

■

compliance report command – Can be run by anyone, but the range of functionality
varies according the user's rights. Users who are assigned either the Compliance Assessor
or Compliance Reporter profile can generate new reports in the assessment store. All users
can view existing reports, but users with only basic rights cannot generate reports.

Creating Compliance Assessments and Reports
Compliance assessments are complete. Reports can include every item in the assessment or can
include a subset of the information in the assessment. Run assessments regularly, for example,
as a cron job, to monitor the compliance of your system.

10
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How to Run Compliance Reports
By default, the solaris-small-server and solaris-large-server packages include the
compliance package. The solaris-desktop and solaris-minimal packages do not include the
compliance package.
Before You Begin

1.

You must be assigned the Software Installation rights profile to add packages to the system. You
must be assigned administrative rights for most compliance commands, as described in “Rights
to Run the compliance Command” on page 10. For more information, see “Using Your
Assigned Administrative Rights” in “Securing Users and Processes in Oracle Solaris 11.2 ”.
Install the compliance package.
# pkg install compliance

The following message indicates that the package is installed:
No updates necessary for this image.

For more information, see the pkg(1) man page.
Note - Install the package in every zone where you plan to run compliance tests.

2.

Create an assessment.
# compliance list -p
Benchmarks:
pci-dss: Solaris_PCI-DSS
solaris: Baseline, Recommended
Assessments:
No assessments available
# compliance -p profile -a assessment-directory

-p

Indicates the name of the profile. The profile name is case sensitive.

-a

Indicates the directory name of the assessment. The default name
includes a time stamp.

For example, the following command creates an assessment using the Recommended profile.
# compliance -p Recommended -a recommended

The command creates a directory in /var/share/compliance/assessments named
recommended that contains the assessment in three files: a log file, an XML file, and an HTML
file.
# cd /var/share/compliance/assessments/recommended
# ls
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recommended.html
recommended.txt
recommended.xml

If you run this command again, the files are not replaced. You must remove the files before
reusing an assessment directory.
3.

(Optional) Create a customized report.
# compliance report -s -pass,fail,notselected
/var/share/compliance/assessments/recommended/report.-pass,fail,notselected.html

This command creates a report that contains failed and not selected items in HTML format. The
report is run against the most recent assessment.
You can run customized reports repeatedly. However, you can run the full reports, that is, the
assessment, only once in the original directory.
4.

View the full report.
You can view the log file in a text editor, view the HTML file in a browser, or view the XML
file in an XML viewer.
For example, to view the customized HTML report from the preceding step, type the following
browser entry:
file:///var/share/compliance/assessments/recommended/report.-pass,fail,notselected.html

5.

6.

Fix any failures that your security policy requires to pass.
a.

Complete the fix for the entry that failed.

b.

If the fix includes rebooting the system, reboot the system before running
the assessment again.

(Optional) Run the compliance command as a cron job.
# cron -e

For daily compliance assessments at 2:30 a.m., root adds the following entry:
30 2 * * * /usr/bin/compliance assess -b solaris -p Baseline

For weekly compliance assessments at 1:15 a.m. Sundays, root adds the following entry:
15 1 * * 0 /usr/bin/compliance assess -b solaris -p Recommended

For monthly assessments on the first of the month at 4:00 a.m., root adds the following entry:
0 4 1 * * /usr/bin/compliance assess -b pci-dss

For assessments on the first Monday of the month at 3:45 a.m., root adds the following entry:
12
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45 3 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 * 1 /usr/bin/compliance assess

7.

(Optional) Create a guide for some or all of the benchmarks that are installed on
your system.
# compliance guide -a

A guide contains the rationale for each security check and the steps to fix a failed check. Guides
can be useful for training and as guidelines for future testing. By default, guides for each
security profile are created at installation. If you add or change a benchmark, you might create a
new guide.

Compliance Reference
The compliance area of computer security assumes familiarity with many standards, acronyms,
and processes. The following lists of terms and references is provided for your convenience.
The following programs implement compliance assessment and reporting:
■
■
■
■

Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP)
SCAP tools (OpenSCAP)
Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL)
eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF)

The following bodies provide compliance standards or laws:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Center for Internet Security (CIS)
Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA)
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
Payment Card Industry-Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
Sarbanes Oxley (SOX)
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